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Diagram “The world around us ” 

The world 
around us 

people

Nature 

Lands  

Rivers  

The sun  

Birds   

Plants   

Animals   

The sky  

woods  

Mountains

Earth  



There are pictures of animals: name  them

The fauna



There are pictures of plants: name  them

The flora





Mammal – сүтқоректі                                               Amphibian – қосмекенді                 

 Reptile – бауырымен  жорғалаушы                        Moufflon-wild sheep

Glacier – шың, мұздық                                             Falcon – қыран 

Extinction – жойылу, өшу                                         Saiga – ақбөкен   

Gazelle – қарақұйрық                                              Polecat –күзен  

Elk – бұлан                                                                  Marten – сусар    

Deer - елік                                                                   Wild boar - қабан  

Badger – борсық                                                         Marmot – суыр

Gopher - саршұнақ                                                    Steppes-түз дала

 



Tulips - one of the most beloved and 
popular bands spring flowering bulbs. 

Several thousand varieties, 15 classes and 
many new hybrid varieties of tulips, 

combines the advantages of different 
classes - are a great choice.

Tulips





Rose
A rose is a woody perennial of the genus 
Rosa, within the family Rosaceae. There 

are over 100 species. They form a group of 
plants that can be erect shrubs, climbing or 

trailing with stems that are often armed 
with sharp prickles.



Rose



1. How many species of animals does Kazakhstan have?

2. How many species of birds, reptiles, amphibians, mammals 
does Kazakhstan have?

Wildife                
of Kazakstan 

 19 of species animals  172 species of mammals

 150 species of 
fish

490 species of 
birds

12 species of amphibians 51 species of reptiles  



1. How many species of piants does Kazakhstan have?

The flora of 
Kazakstan 

6 thousand species of 
plants

 Fodder grass

 Semi-desert Aquatic 
vegetation 

consists of 63 
species

250 species 

of adapter 

mountains  

Forest-steppe



1.Mammals 

2.Birds 

3. Cats                 

We divide these animals into:



1.Mammals 

2.Birds 

3. Cats                 

We divide these animals into:



In this book there 
are many animals. 
There are many fish, 
birds and animals. 
They are in danger. 
We must defend 
these animals 
because they are 
very rare or extinct. 
We have in our land  
9 reserves. 

They a: Aksu-Zhabagaly, 
Almaty, Markhakol, the 

West Altay, Khorgalzhyn, 
Nauryzym, Barsakelmes, 
Usturt, Karatau, Alakol. 
In these reserves there                        
are many animals   and 

people work with 
animals all day.



TRUE FALSE

1 A camel can live without water.

2 The cleverest animal is a horse 

3 Tigers and  lions are the cleverest animals in 
the world.

4 A camel lives in the desert. It needs little 
water.

5 A tiger is a small cat and it is weak.



This animal sleeps all 
winter

It lives in the desert. It 
needs very little water.

It has got long ears.               
It eats carrots

It is a big cat. It lives in 
the jungle.

This animals looks like    a 
dog but it is wild

It lives in Africa and India. 
It eats grass, leaves.

A B C

D E F
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1.Honey

2.Feather

3. Nuts

4. Water

5. Red fur

6. Carrot

7. Fat and oil

8. Horn
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To retell the text “The flora and fauna 
of Kazakhstan”

 



Thank you for your 
attention! 


